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Abstract

Lava dome eruptions commonly display fairly regular alternations between periods of high activity and periods of
low or no activity. The time scale for these alternations is typically months to several years. Here we develop a generic
model of magma discharge through a conduit from an open-system magma chamber with continuous replenishment.
The model takes account of the principal controls on flow, namely the replenishment rate, magma chamber size,
elastic deformation of the chamber walls, conduit resistance, and variations of magma viscosity, which are controlled
by degassing during ascent and kinetics of crystallization. The analysis indicates a rich diversity of behavior with
periodic patterns similar to those observed. Magma chamber size can be estimated from the period with longer
periods implying larger chambers. Many features observed in volcanic eruptions such as alternations between periodic
behaviors and continuous discharge, sharp changes in discharge rate, and transitions from effusive to catastrophic
explosive eruption can be understood in terms of the non-linear dynamics of conduit flows from open-system magma
chambers. The dynamics of lava dome growth at Mount St. Helens (1980^1987) and Santiaguito (1922^2000) was
analyzed with the help of the model. The best-fit models give magma chamber volumes of V0.6 km3 for Mount St.
Helens and V65 km3 for Santiaguito. The larger magma chamber volume is the major factor in explaining why
Santiaguito is a long-lived eruption with a longer periodicity of pulsations in comparison with Mount St.
Helens. ß 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Several lava dome eruptions have been docu-
mented in detail over the last few decades. All

of them show pulsations of magma discharge
which are sometimes quite regular. Such volcanic
systems can also display prolonged periods of
steady discharge and sudden transitions between
e¡usive and explosive activity. In the eruption of
Mount St. Helens [1] in 1980^1986 more than 20
short episodes of dacite dome growth, lasting 2^7
days, alternated with longer periods of no growth.
There were two sequences of periodic dome
growth with an intervening episode of near con-
tinuous dome growth lasting 368 days. The San-
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tiaguito dacite dome, Guatemala, has been con-
tinuously active since 1922. Dome growth is char-
acterized by periods of 3^5 yr of relatively high
discharge rate alternating with periods of 3^11 yr
of low discharge rate [2,3]. The 1991^1995 erup-
tion of Mount Unzen involved two periods of
high discharge rate separated by a period of low
discharge of a few months in which activity al-
most ceased [4]. The Soufrie're Hills volcano,
Montserrat, has so far involved two major peri-
ods of dome growth (July 1995 to March 1998
and November 1999 to present) with a period of
no growth of 20 months in between [5]. Shiveluch
volcano, Kamchatka, has experienced short peri-
ods (a few months) of explosive eruptions and
dome growth (1963^1964, 1971^1972, 1983^1984,
1993 and 2001) alternating with several years of
dormancy [6]. Less detailed descriptions of many
dome and lava eruptions suggest that such pulsa-
tory and sometimes periodic activity is character-
istic, but has remained unexplained.

We developed a model of conduit £ow in lava
dome eruptions from an open-system pressurized
magma chamber. The model incorporates the ki-
netics of crystallization and rheological sti¡ening
that accompanies degassing in ascending magma
and takes account of the elastic deformation of
the magma chamber walls. The results of the
modelling provide a simple explanation of peri-
odic behavior as a consequence of the non-linear
dynamics of magmatic systems. The models are
applied to interpretation of the lava dome erup-
tions on Mount St. Helens and Santiaguito.

2. Model formulation

There are large numbers of parameters that can
in£uence volcanic activity. Alternative modelling
strategies are either to produce complex numerical
codes which try to incorporate all parameters or
to make some simplifying assumptions so that a
more tractable mathematical description can be
developed which still captures the critical features
of the physical system. The former approach is
most valuable when a particular eruption is being
modelled in great detail. For example in model-
ling the activity of the Soufrie're Hills volcano,

Montserrat, Melnik and Sparks [7] parameterized
the rheological properties of the andesite magma
based on petrological and experimental data, and
used eruption-speci¢c parameters. However, such
speci¢c models are not generic and it is more dif-
¢cult to explore how the main controls interact.
Here we adopt the latter approach on the basis
that patterns of pulsatory and periodic behavior
are commonly observed and therefore the under-
lying causes are not likely to be dependent on the
detailed choice of parameters. The aim of model
formulation is thus to develop a mathematical
description which retains key features of the
physics, but is not so complex as to obscure
how the major parameters interact.

The conceptual model is shown in Fig. 1. There
is a magma chamber with elastic walls which is
being fed at a constant in£ux rate from greater
depth. During magma ascent gas exsolution and
degassing-induced crystallization [8^10] occur due
to the decrease in pressure. The rheological tran-
sition from relatively £uid magma to crystal-rich
partially molten material can take place in the
conduit due to these processes. There are very
large changes of magma rheology for small
changes of crystal content at crystallinities close
to the formation of a touching framework [11,12].
The schematic viscosity pro¢le along the conduit
(thin curve in Fig. 1) shows a sharp increase in
viscosity around a depth x� in the conduit where
this rheological transition occurs. A key simpli¢-
cation here is to divide the magma into a lower
zone of low viscosity, W1, and an upper zone of
high viscosity, W2 (thick curve in Fig. 1). Whether
the transition to high viscosity £ow happens in
the conduit or not depends critically on crystalli-
zation kinetics, and hence on magma ascent rate.

Conceptually the £ow system can exist in two
states: a state where the ascent is too fast for
crystals to grow su⁄ciently to cross the rheolog-
ical transition and a state where the ascent is slow
enough that abundant crystals grow and the rheo-
logical transition is crossed in the conduit. In the
¢rst case magma ascends with a rate controlled by
a relatively low viscosity, depending only on the
concentration of dissolved gas. In the second case
the upper conduit contains magma with orders of
magnitude larger viscosity. Melnik and Sparks [7],
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using a quasi-static approach, showed that the
non-linear dynamics of such a system could pro-
duce cyclic alternations of high and low discharge
under some values of chamber pressure. Our
study also complements the results of Whitehead
and Helfrich [13], who found that cooling of ris-
ing magma could cause periodic behavior and
demonstrated the phenomenon with simple labo-
ratory experiments.

3. Model description

We make the following simpli¢cations of a

model of magma ascent during a lava dome erup-
tion [7] : there are no density changes due to gas
exsolution and crystal growth, the nucleation of
crystals is instantaneous, crystal growth rate is
constant, and the magma is a Newtonian liquid
with a viscosity dependence on volume concentra-
tion of crystals as a step function. All symbols
with units are de¢ned in Table 1. The system of
equations in the unsteady 1D case with a constant
cross-sectional area is as follows:

D

D t
b þ D

D x
bu ¼ 0;

D

D t
nþ D

D x
nu ¼ 0; ð1aÞ

D p
D x
¼ 3bg3

32Wu
N

2 ; W ¼
W 1;L6L �

W 2;LvL �

(
ð1bÞ

D

D t
L þ u

D L

Dx
¼ 4Znr2

M ¼ ð36ZnÞ1=3
L

2=3
M ð1cÞ

Here b is the density of magma, u is the ascent
velocity, n is the number density of crystals per
unit volume, p is the pressure, g is the gravity
acceleration, N is the conduit diameter, L is the
volume concentration of crystals, L� is a critical
concentration of crystals above which the viscos-
ity changes from W1 to W2, r is the crystal radii, M
is the linear crystal growth rate, and x is the ver-
tical coordinate. The ¢rst two equations (Eq. 1a)
represent conservation of mass and the number
density of crystals, the second (Eq. 1b) is the mo-
mentum equation with negligible inertia, and the
third (Eq. 1c) is the crystal growth equation with
M= constant, which is a reasonable ¢rst-order ap-
proximation [8,14]. We assume the following
boundary conditions for the system Eqs. 1a,b,c :

x ¼ 0 :
dpch

dt
¼ Q

V ch
ðqin3qoutÞ; L ¼ L ch; n ¼ nch

x ¼ l : p ¼ 0

Here Q is the rigidity of the wallrock of the
magma chamber, Vch is the chamber volume,
Lch and nch are the crystal concentration and
number density of crystals per unit volume in
the chamber, pch is the pressure in the chamber,
l is the conduit length, qin is the £ux into the
chamber and qout = ZN

2u/4 is the £ux out of the

Fig. 1. A schematic view of the model volcanic system. Mag-
ma ascends at £ux qout from a chamber recharged from be-
low at a £ux qin and connected with the growing lava dome
by a cylindrical conduit. Flow in the dome is represented by
a continuation of the conduit with extrusion of new lava at
the summit of the dome. Schematic pro¢les of crystal content
(dashed line), viscosity (light solid line) and the simpli¢ed
viscosity pro¢le (heavy solid line) are shown on the right. x�
is the depth at which the magma reaches a critical crystal
concentration and viscosity changes from W1 to W2.
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chamber into the conduit. Both Lch and nch are
assumed constant. We neglect the in£uence of
variations of the height of the lava dome on the
pressure at the top of the conduit, assuming that
the pressure there is constant.

From the mass conservation equation u = u(t)
and n = nch everywhere. To reformulate Eqs. 1a,b,c

in dimensionless form the following scales are in-
troduced: the length of the conduit (l) for the
vertical coordinate, the hydrostatic pressure drop
(bgl) for the pressure, the viscosity of low crystal
content magma (W1) for the viscosities and the
ratio between the hydrostatic pressure, the con-
duit resistance as a characteristic velocity (u� =

Table 1
Notation and dimensionless parameters for the model

Parame-
ter

Units Description

Dimensional parameters
g m/s2 acceleration due to the gravity
l m conduit length
n 1/m3 number density of crystals
p Pa pressure
p� Pa strength of chamber wallrocks
q m3/s magma £ux
qin m3/s magma £ux into the chamber
qout m3/s magma £ux out of the chamber
r m crystal radii
t s time
t� s characteristic time scale (t� = l/u�)
Vch m3 magma chamber volume
u m/s magma ascent velocity
u� m/s characteristic velocity (u� =bgN2/32W1)
x� m level in the conduit where critical concentration of crystals is reached
x m vertical coordinate
L ^ volume concentration of crystals
L� ^ critical volume concentration of crystals
O� 1/s M(nch)1=3 ^ see Eq. 4
M m/s linear crystal growth rate
N m conduit diameter
Q Pa rigidity of chamber wallrocks
W Pa s magma viscosity
W1 Pa s magma viscosity below critical concentration of crystals (L�)
W2 Pa s magma viscosity above critical concentration of crystals (L�)
b kg/m3 density of magma
‘ch’ ^ corresponds to parameters values in the magma chamber
Dimensionless variables
Pch pch/(bgl) chamber pressure (PA;B;C;D ^ chamber pressure corresponding to transition

points on Fig. 2)
t t/t� dimensionless time
T T/t� period of magma ascent velocity oscillations
U u/u� velocity (UA;B;C;D ^ velocity corresponding to transition points on Fig. 2)
X� x�/l level, where critical concentration of crystals is reached (L(X�) =L�)
d vt

0

0 U(V)dV integration variable, proxy of time, V ^ integration variable
Dimensionless parameters
W W2/W1 viscosity ratio
U (ZN2

Q)/(4Vchbg) chamber pressure relaxation parameter
i (((4/3)Zn0)1=3lM)/(u�(L

1=3
� 3L

1=3
ch )) dimensionless crystal growth rate

Uin (4qin)/(ZN2u�) dimensionless magma in£ux into the magma chamber
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bgN2/32W1) and a characteristic time scale (t� =
l/u�). We can specify four dimensionless combina-
tions as follows:

W ¼ W 2

W 1
; U ¼ ZN

2
Q

4V chbg
;

i ¼ ðð4=3ÞZnchÞ1=3lM

u�ðL 1=3
� 3L

1=3
ch Þ

; U in ¼
4qin

ZN
2u�

These parameters will govern the eruption be-
havior. The parameter U is a measure of the stor-
age capacity of the chamber and how quickly the
chamber pressure changes in response to the rel-
ative values of the £ux of magma into and out of
the chamber. Large values of U correspond to
small chambers with relatively wide conduits
and small values of U correspond to large cham-
ber volumes with relatively narrow conduits. The
parameter i re£ects the importance of crystalliza-
tion with i increasing as the amount of crystal-
lization increases during magma ascent. The pa-
rameter Uin represents the intensity of magma
in£ux into the chamber.

Omitting the details of the integration of equa-
tions we present the ¢nal set of ordinary di¡er-
ential equations in non-dimensional form:

dX �ðd Þ
dd

¼
13U0=Uðd Þ;d6X �

13Uðd3X �ðd ÞÞ=Uðd Þ;dsX �

(
ð2aÞ

dPchðd Þ
dd

¼ U

U in

Uðd Þ31
� �

ð2bÞ

Pchðd Þ ¼

1þ ðW3ðW31ÞX �ðd ÞÞUðd Þ;X INF : START�INF : END61

1þUðd Þ;X �61

(
ð2cÞ

d ¼
Z t0

0
UðV ÞdV ð2dÞ

Here U0 = U(d= 0) is the initial magma ascent
velocity, d is an independent variable, the proxy of
the time de¢ned by Eq. 2d, X�(d) represents the
level in the conduit where the critical volume con-

centration of crystals is reached, tP is dimension-
less time (tP= t/t�), and V is an integration varia-
ble. System Eqs. 2a^d consists of two ordinary
di¡erential equations (Eqs. 2a,b), one of which
(Eq. 2a) is complicated by a ‘memory’ e¡ect,
and one ¢nite relation (Eq. 2c). We use the
steady-state solution as an initial condition for
the system. The initial chamber pressure Pch(0)
is calculated from Eq. 2c with U(0) = U0 and
X�(0) = U0/i. Two di¡erent cases are considered:
X�6 1 when the critical concentration of crystals
is reached in the conduit, and X�s 1 when the
critical concentration of crystals is not reached
and thus the viscosity in the conduit is approxi-
mated as constant. The equations are solved by
means of a variable-step size, variable-order back-
ward di¡erentiation method, suitable for sti¡
problems [15]. To compute V(d3X�) the velocity
is stored in an array and approximated by means
of a third-order Legendre polynomial using the
nearest points.

Fig. 2. The general steady-state solution and possible quasi-
static evolution of an eruption. Coordinates of transition
points are shown. Note that the magma ascent velocity and
magma chamber pressure are plotted in their non-dimension-
al form (see Table 1).
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4. Results of calculations

The general steady-state solution for magma
ascent velocity variations with chamber pressure
is shown in Fig. 2 for Ws 2. This solution is ob-
tained by the substitution X� = U/i into Eq. 2c.
Solutions at high magma ascent velocities result in
a straight line (CB), which is the same as for the
classical Pouiseille solution for a £uid with con-
stant viscosity. At low ascent velocities there is a
parabolic relationship (OAC) between chamber
pressure and ascent velocity. A transition between
the lower (OA) and the intermediate (AC) regimes
occurs at point A for PA = 1+iW2/4(W31) and
UA =iW/2(W31). The transition to the upper re-
gime (BC) corresponds to the point C with
PC = 1+i and UC =i. A key feature of the
steady-state solution is that, for a ¢xed chamber
pressure, it is possible to have three di¡erent mag-
ma ascent velocities. The existence of multiple re-
gimes is a common characteristic of volcanic £ow
systems, as was ¢rst recognized by Slezin [16] and
has been considered subsequently in several stud-
ies [7,13,17^19]. We note that for W= 1 only the
branch CB exists and for 16W9 2 there is a
smooth transition between the lower branch

(ODA) and the upper branch (CB) and multiple
steady-state regimes do not exist.

We ¢rst consider the case where chamber pres-
sure changes quasi-statically and the value of Uin

is between UA and UC. Starting at point O (Fig.
2) the chamber pressure increases, because the
in£ux into the chamber is higher than the out£ux.
At the point A further increase in pressure is not
possible and the system must change to point B
where the out£ux of magma is larger than the
in£ux. The chamber pressure and ascent velocity
decrease along BC until the point C is reached
and the system must change to point D. The cycle
DABC then repeats itself. Provided the chamber
continues to be supplied at the same constant rate
repetition of this cycle results in periodic behav-
ior. The transitions AB and CD in a cycle must
involve unsteady £ow.

Some initial comments can be made about the
controls on periodic behavior based on the
steady-state solution. Increase of the viscosity ra-
tio will increase the amplitude of the velocity
change for the unsteady jumps AB and CD. The
amplitude of a cycle, represented as UB/UD, also
increases as the viscosity ratio increases. The po-
sition of point C depends only on the crystal

Fig. 3. Transient behavior of an eruption. The long-dashed line shows the steady-state solution for values of governing parame-
ters: W= 10, i= 1032, Uin = 8U1033. Note that in the diagram the steady-state solution follows the path DACB and is the same
as in Fig. 2. Three curves for unsteady £ow behavior are shown for di¡erent values of U. (a) shows the relation between ascent
velocity and chamber pressure, (b) the variation of the ascent velocity with time. Note that U/Uin = 1 corresponds to an exact
balance of magma in£ux into the chamber and out£ux along the conduit. All variables are non-dimensional.
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growth parameter i. The maximum chamber
overpressure (the di¡erence between chamber
pressure and lithostatic pressure) during a cycle
is equal to vPA = PA31 =iW

2/4(W31). The max-
imum possible overpressures cannot exceed the
typical strength limits of the surrounding rocks
p� (V20 MPa) [20]. This results in limits on the
possible variations of parameters, so that
vPA 6 p�/bgl.

Of more general interest is to consider unsteady
£ow behavior. We assume that the initial distri-
bution of parameters in the conduit corresponds
to the steady-state solution of system Eqs. 2a^d
with the initial magma ascent velocity, U0, being
in the lowest regime. The behavior of an eruption
with time depends strongly on the value of Uin. If
Uin corresponds to the upper or the lower branch
of the steady-state solution the eruption stabilizes
with time with U = Uin and dPch/dd= 0. However,
if Uin corresponds to the intermediate branch of
the steady-state solution with Uin between UA and
UC than periodic behavior is possible. Fig. 3
shows three scenarios of eruptions for di¡erent
values of U for this case. When U is large
(U= 0.12) the eruption stabilizes with time. In con-

trast, undamped periodic oscillations occur for
values of U smaller than some critical value. For
small values of U (U= 0.005) the transient solution
almost exactly follows the steady-state solution
with unsteady transitions between the regimes.
The maximum ascent velocity during the cycle is
close to UB, the minimum is close to UD and the
average velocity is equal to Uin. For larger values
of U (U= 0.05) the maximum value of the ascent
velocity is smaller, because the chamber pressure
decreases during the transition from the lower to
the upper regime. The period of pulsations in-
creases as the value of U decreases (Fig. 3), corre-
sponding to an increase in magma chamber size, if
all other parameters de¢ning U are held constant.

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the period of
the pulsations on the governing parameters. We
chose the value of Uin to be exactly in the middle
of the intermediate regime of the steady-state so-
lution (Uin = (UA+UC)/2). The period of oscilla-
tions is a weak function of Uin except when Uin

is near to transition points to other regimes where
the period increases slightly. On a log^log scale
the dependence of the period on U is linear for
small values of U, which means that the depen-
dence is a power law with an exponent which
depends on i and W and is in the range 30.95
to 30.55. For larger values of U near the transi-
tion to the stabilization of eruption, the depen-
dence of the period on U is weaker. In Fig. 4
the periodic behavior disappears and stable £ow
conditions arise at the right-hand end of the
curves. The transition to stabilization occurs for
smaller values of U when the viscosity ratio or
crystal growth parameters are smaller.

For very small values of U the relation between
the period of oscillations and the governing pa-
rameters can be obtained analytically. The steady-
state relation between the critical level and the
velocity (x� = V/i) remains satis¢ed with an accu-
racy of U

2. Integration of Eqs. 2b and c with this
assumption leads to:

T ¼ W

UUA
UA3UD þ 13

U in

UA

� �
ln

U in3UD

U in3UA

� �� �
þ

1
U

ln
UB3U in

UC3U in

� �

Fig. 4. The dependence of the period of oscillation, T, on
the governing parameters: U depends on the chamber vol-
ume, i depends on the crystal growth rate and W is the vis-
cosity ratio. An analytical solution is shown for UC0
(dashed line).
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This equation can be simpli¢ed for the case
when Uin = (UA+UC)/2:

T ¼ W32
U

ln
ffiffiffi
3
p� �

þ 1
� �

þ lnðW31Þ
U

ð3Þ

Values of the period are calculated from Eq. 3
and do not depend on i and are also shown in
Fig. 4 (short-dashed lines). As UC0 these values
get closer to those obtained from the system Eqs.
2a^d. Based on Eq. 3 the magma chamber size
can be estimated if the period of oscillations is
known and there are independent constraints on
the conduit diameter and other parameters of the
system.

5. Case studies

Now we apply the model to two well-docu-
mented eruptions: the growth of lava domes on
Mount St. Helens (1980^1986) and on Santiaguito
(1922^present). Our objective here is to establish
that the model can reproduce the periodic behav-
iors observed at these two volcanoes. Estimates
can be obtained for most of the system parame-
ters. However, magma chamber size is not well
constrained and so the model can be used to
make inferences on relative chamber size. Given
the uncertainties in the parameter values and the
simpli¢cations in the model development the ap-
proach can be characterized as mimicry. Adjust-
ments in some parameters were made to achieve
best ¢ts with observations, but the particular best
¢ts are not unique.

For Mount St. Helens our model is based on
data presented by Swanson and Holcomb [1].
Three phases of activity can be distinguished dur-
ing the period of dome growth. The ¢rst phase
consists of nine pulses of activity with average
peak discharge rates V12 m3/s during 1981^
1982. Each pulse lasted from 2 to 7 days (with a
mean value of 4 days) with the average period
between the pulses being 74 days and the average
discharge rate during this phase being q1V0.67
m3/s. The second phase is represented by contin-
uous dome growth and lasted more than a year
(368 days) with a mean discharge rate of q2V0.48
m3/s. During the last phase there were ¢ve epi-

sodes of dome growth with peak discharge rates
up to V15 m3/s, an average period of pulsation
of V230 days and a mean discharge rate of
q3V0.23 m3/s.

The presence of pulsations during the ¢rst
phase and absence of pulsations for the second
phase constrains values of non-dimensional pa-
rameters in the model system. If the in£uxes in
these two periods are de¢ned as U(I)in and U(II)in

respectively then isU(I)in si/2sU(II)in. This
relationship can be simpli¢ed using the de¢nitions
of dimensionless parameters:

6
Z

2

� �
1=3q2

inðL
1=3
� 3L

1=3
ch Þ

lN 2 6O6

6
Z

2

� �
1=3q1

inðL
1=3
� 3L

1=3
ch Þ

lN 2 ; O ¼ Mn1=3
ch ð4Þ

Some parameters in Eq. 4 can be estimated in-
dependently. Estimates of conduit diameter N of
20 þ 5 m have been made by observations [1] and
indirectly from magma ascent velocities estimated
from amphibole reaction rims [21]. A chamber
depth of 7.2 km was estimated by Pallister [22].
We take a nucleation density of 1014 m33 to be
consistent with observations of microphenocrysts
abundance by Cashman and Blundy [8] on sam-
ples of lava and ejecta from the 1980^1986 period
of lava dome growth. Assuming l = 7.2 km,
Lch = 0.3, L� = 0.7, q1 = 0.67 m3/s, q2 = 0.48 m3/s
and N= 18 m we obtain 4U1037 6 O6 7.1U1038

and for nch = 1014 m33 the inferred crystal growth
rates are in the range 1.5^2.1U10312 m/s. The
choice of particular dimensionless parameters is
not unique and can be narrowed if more informa-
tion on the physical properties of the volcanic
system is available.

The viscosity of magma with lower crystal con-
tent (W1) can be estimated using formulas [23] for
the melt viscosity as a function of melt composi-
tion, temperature and water content, and empiri-
cal relations to account for crystal content [11,12].
A rhyolitic melt composition is used from [8] at a
temperature of 900‡C. For the magma chamber
(5 wt% H2O, 30% crystals) the viscosity is esti-
mated as 6.4U104 Pa s, whereas in the vicinity
of the critical level X� (2 wt% H2O, 50% crystals)
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the viscosity is 1.7U107 Pa s. The average value
for W1 should lie between those values, more likely
nearer to the chamber value. We choose for an
average viscosity of 6.4U105 Pa s, 10 times higher

than chamber viscosity. To provide a preliminary
estimate of viscosity in the upper part of the con-
duit we can use the steady-state solution. The ra-
tio of UB/Uin =W

2/(3W32) = 17.9 was estimated,
using a value of V12 m3/s as the peak discharge
rate averaged over nine pulses and a mean dis-
charge rate for this phase of 0.67 m3/s. Thus we
obtain W= 52.7 as an initial estimate. The param-
eter W was then varied during the calculations to
obtain optimum agreement with the observations.
In the unsteady case the ratio UB/Uin is smaller
than for the steady-state solution, because the
chamber pressure decreases during the transition
from the lower to the upper regime (Fig. 3a), and
consequently the value of UB is smaller than for
the steady-state case.

Using the values discussed above we ¢x
i= 9U1033 and Uin = 6.8U1033 and 4.8U1033

for the ¢rst and the second phases of the eruption
respectively. We then vary parameters W and U

and made many runs of the code to obtain the
best ¢t for the observed data. The best-¢t model
for the eruption is presented in Fig. 5a, with the
parameters used for the simulation summarized in
Table 2. For the third phase of the eruption the
parameters of the system were changed, so that
Uin corresponds to the intermediate regime once
again and periodic behavior occurs. The chamber
volume, conduit length, chamber and critical crys-
tal content are assumed to have remained the

Fig. 5. Discharge rate versus time for (a) dome growth
Mount St. Helens (1980^1986) and (b) Santiaguito (1922^
2000). Dashed curves are the observed £uctuations in dis-
charge rate and solid lines are the best-¢t model simulations.
Parameters used for these simulations are listed in Table 2.

Table 2
Parameters used for calculations for Mount St. Helens and
Santiaguito lava dome eruptions

Parameter Mount St. Helens Santiaguito

b 2500 kg/m3 2500 kg/m3

L 7200 m 5000 m
D 18 (12a) m 20 m
Vch 0.56 km3 65 km3

Q 3U1010 Pa 1010 Pa
nch 1014 m33 1014 m33

U 1.5U10312 m/s 10312 m/s
W1 6.4U105 Pa 6.4U106 Pa
W 80 (110a) 12
Lch 0.3 0.3
L� 0.7 0.7
a Parameters for the third period of the Mount St. Helens
eruption are in parentheses.
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same in the third phase. The mean discharge rate
of 0.23 m3/s is assumed to correspond to the in-
£ux into the chamber. With these ¢xed properties
of the system one can show that the relation
N

2 6 const/O must be satis¢ed for periodic behav-
ior. This condition can be satis¢ed by a decrease
in the conduit diameter or a decrease in the crys-
tal growth rate or the number density of crystals.
A decrease in the conduit diameter could be a
consequence of magma crystallization on the con-
duit walls. For all other parameters being ¢xed
the required change in diameter is from 18 to 12
m. Alternatively a decrease in the crystal growth
rate or the number density of crystals could re£ect
observed changes in the chemical composition of
the magma in the third phase [1], noting that
crystallization kinetics can be sensitive to melt
composition.

Since 1922, extrusion at Santiaguito has been
cyclic [2]. Each cycle begins with a 3^6-yr-long
high (0.5^2.1 m3 s31) discharge rate phase fol-
lowed by a longer (3^11-yr-long) low (9 0.2 m3

s31) discharge rate phase. The eighth cycle began
in 1996 and was still in its high discharge rate
phase during January 2000. The time-averaged
discharge rate was almost constant at V0.44 m3

s31 until 2000. The ¢rst peak in discharge rate
had a value s 2 m3/s, whereas the second peak
had a much smaller value. Later peaks show an
increase in discharge rate until 1960 (Fig. 5b,
dashed line). Later on the duration of the low
discharge rate phase increased, the peak discharge
and the time-averaged discharge rates for each
cycle decreased, and the di¡erence between dis-
charge rates during the high and low discharge
rate phases of each cycle decreased.

A similar approach was used for the Santiagui-
to eruption. Our best-¢t model is shown in Fig. 5
and the parameter estimates are listed in Table 2.
The model captures the main features of the erup-
tion, including the period of pulsations, the ratio
between low and high discharge rates and the
range of observed discharge rates. We cannot re-
produce the decrease in the amplitude of pulsa-
tions within the framework of the model using
¢xed parameter values. Possible explanations
are: a decrease in the magma viscosity W1 as a
consequence of the observed change in chemical

composition of magma [24] leads to increase in
characteristic velocity u�, and, therefore, in a de-
crease in Uin. Alternatively changes in conduit
diameter, magma chamber crystal content or
magma in£ux intensity changes the steady-state
solution in such a way that Uin shifts to the lower
or upper branches.

Our theory provides a potential method to es-
timate chamber volumes, because the period is
most sensitive to the parameter U, which is a
strong function of chamber size. Magma cham-
bers can be envisaged as capacitors, which can
store magma in proportion to their volume in
the quiet periods between pronounced pulses of
magma discharge. For Mount St. Helens our es-
timate of the chamber size (V0.6 km3) is compa-
rable with the total erupted volume in the entire
eruption and consistent with the lack of geophys-
ical imaging of a large magma body. Santiaguito
volcano erupted more than 10 km3 in the 1902
explosive eruption [25] and more than 1 km3 of
lava domes since 1922. The best-¢t model estimate
of a large (65 km3) chamber is consistent with
much larger eruption volumes, long periods, and
longevity of the eruption in comparison to Mount
St. Helens.

6. Discussion

A transient magma ascent model which ac-
counts for crystallization in ascending magma
and rheological transition during ascent has
been developed. The governing partial di¡erential
equations were reduced to a system of ordinary
di¡erential equations, which allowed us to use a
fast and accurately controlled computation algo-
rithm. The steady-state solution for this system
for ¢xed chamber pressure is not unique. Up to
three steady-state regimes with magma ascent ve-
locity di¡erences of several orders of magnitude
can appear at a ¢xed magma chamber pressure. A
transition between the steady-state solutions can
cause oscillatory variations of magma ascent rate
with time. The period of oscillations depends on
the size of magma chamber and other controlling
parameters, notably magma in£ux rate and con-
duit diameter.
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For two case studies of dome eruptions at
Mount St. Helens and Santiaguito the variations
in discharge rates were successfully mimicked us-
ing observations and model-independent estimates
of the main physical parameters. The values of
parameters that are impossible to measure directly
were also estimated using the model. However,
the model is not fully quantitative. Some of gov-
erning parameters, such as those associated with
crystallization rates and viscosity variations are
not well constrained. Further, the model makes
several simpli¢cations which may a¡ect the details
of results. The model, for example, simpli¢es vis-
cosity variations, does not consider the e¡ect of
variations of the dome height on pressure, as-
sumes a constant magma density, and neglects
complications due to lateral gradients of proper-
ties across the conduit. These and other compli-
cations would need to be incorporated into a
model to interpret the patterns of lava dome erup-
tions more quantitatively and may change the val-
ues of parameters that give the best ¢ts for the
observed data.

For example, dome growth and destruction
cause changes in pressure and hence eruption
rate because they act to change the driving pres-
sure for the £ow [26]. However, in the case of
Mount St. Helens the in£uence of the dome
height variation on discharge rate is not the
main factor controlling periodic behavior. Onset
of each pulse involved ground deformation prior
to renewed dome growth [1]. So the transition
between no magma discharge and high magma
discharge rate cannot be related to changes in
dome height. Dome growth could contribute to
ending a period of high discharge rate and would
reduce the time of high discharge rate compared
to model predictions. Explosive eruptions could
also change the conditions. In Mount St. Helens
some of early pulses of high discharge in the ¢rst
phase involved explosive activity, which e¡ectively
increases discharge rate by shortening the conduit
length and perhaps removing high viscosity de-
gassed magma from the dome and upper conduit.
Many of the pulsations at Mount St. Helens,
however, did not involve explosive activity. Thus
this mechanism cannot be the primary cause of
periodicity, although it can clearly have a signi¢-

cant in£uence on the amplitude and duration of a
pulse.

The alternative mechanism of pulsatory behav-
ior proposed in [13] based on the variation of the
temperature and, therefore, the viscosity in as-
cending magma is not applicable to lava dome
eruptions. The model of Whitehead and Helfrich
assumes the wall temperature to be time indepen-
dent, and this feature is important for causing
periodicity by cooling mechanism. However, in
volcanic conduits during long-lived eruptions the
thermal pro¢les mature and overall heat £ux from
ascending magma decreases. The thermal model
of [13] may be more relevant to dyke injections
into the cold media and to relatively short-lived
eruptions.

Our study is part of a growing body of theory
which can account for periodic and pulsatory be-
havior at volcanoes as a consequence of non-lin-
ear dynamics. Magma discharge rate can show
very large and rapid changes because conduit
£ows can commonly be highly unstable to small
changes of the parameters that govern £ow, such
as chamber pressure, gas content, magma rheol-
ogy, density, conduit diameter and recharge rate
of the chamber. A number of studies [7,13,17^
19,27], starting with Slezin [16], has shown how
gas exsolution and gas escape can create multiple
steady-state regimes and critical points where £ow
rate has to jump from low to high discharge rates
and vice versa. These models predict abrupt tran-
sitions between explosive and e¡usive activity, as
is commonly observed. Our work here and in
Melnik and Sparks [7] adds to this theory by
showing that pulsatory and periodic behavior
can occur in extrusive eruptions related to rheo-
logical sti¡ening of degassing and crystallizing
magma.

Model development so far has involved making
some simpli¢cations and approximations partly to
elucidate underlying principles and partly because
of uncertainties in material properties. Future
model development can be expected to introduce
more complex and realistic laws for kinetics of gas
exsolution, crystal nucleation and growth, magma
and wallrock rheology and time-dependent heat
transfer between magma and conduit walls. New
more complex patterns of behavior can be antici-
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pated and such models may allow quantitative
estimates of important parameters such as magma
chamber size.
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